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Abstract
This work proposed an online optimization method to run a pseudo-dynamic test of a
structure which has multiple substructures. The proposed method aims to solve a problem that
is induced by the inconsistency of multiple identical sub-structures which only a few of them
are experimental and the others are numerical. The proposed method, named as online
optimization pseudo-dynamic test method, adopts multi-variable nonlinear optimization to
obtain material parameters or other structural parameters of the numerical models in selected
time steps, and then updates the numerical models during the pseudo-dynamic test.
Preliminary numerical verification tests were carried out in this work using the proposed
online optimization pseudo-dynamic test. The structure is a bridge with two identical piers.
One of the piers is an experimental substructure and the other is numerical. All
pseudo-dynamic tests carried in this verification were numerical simulation using different
pseudo-dynamic testing methods: a conventional method, the online optimization method,
and a full experimental simulation which both piers are experimental. The experimental piers
are numerically simulated by a sophisticated fiber-section model, while the numerical piers
are simulated by a simple rotational spring model. The result shows that the online
optimization method is capable to obtain optimal material parameters during the beginning of
the simulation, and finally resulted in responses that match the full experimental results.

Keywords: Pseudo-dynamic test, online optimization, parameter analysis, numerical model,
optimization
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摘要
本研究提出一個即時參數最佳化之擬動態實驗方法，以改善在實驗結構具重覆性子
結構的情況下，實驗子結構與數值子結構的特性不一致的問題。即時參數最佳化之擬動
態實驗方法與傳統擬動態實驗方法的不同在於，數值子結構的特性可以根據即時的實驗
子結構實驗結果，利用多變數非線性最佳化的方法，在擬動態實驗過程中立即地修正數
值子結構的材料參數或結構特性參數。
本研究以一個雙橋柱的橋樑結構作為驗證範例。由於本研究尚未進入執行真實實驗
階段，所有的驗證都是以數值方法進行電腦模擬。本驗證執行三個不同的擬動態測試：
傳統擬動態實驗測試，即時參數最佳化之擬動態實驗測試，以及全結構實驗之測試。電
腦模擬驗證的結果顯示，本研究提出的即時參數最佳化之擬動態實驗測試，能在擬動態
實驗初步階段，即以最佳化方法取得較適當的材料參數，得到比較準備的擬動態實驗結
果。

關鍵字：擬動態實驗，子結構模型，模型參數，非線性最佳化方法
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1. Introduction
Pseudo-dynamic test is an experiment manner combining numerical simulation
technology and experimental technology, and has been widely adopted in earthquake
engineering researches. It can be regarded as a computational (numerical) structural dynamics
in which a part of the structure is simulated by a physical (experimental) structural specimen
interacting with the numerical part of the structure during the numerical analysis. The
experimental part of the structure is typically a part of the structure with uncertain mechanical
properties, or the numerical model of the substructure is not sufficiently accurate and reliable.
To simulate the dynamic response of a structure, a part of the structure (or a substructure)
can be simulated by one or more physical specimens in laboratories, while the remaining part
of the structure can be simulated by numerical simulation. Commonly, the numerical parts of
the structure are the part that researchers have reasonable numerical models to simulate, while
the experimental parts of the structure are more unknown. As shown in Fig. 1, a hypothesis
bridge structure with two short piers and two long piers is tested using the pseudo-dynamic
testing method. Assuming the short piers would encounter more violent deformation and
would go into severer damages than the long ones when subjecting earthquakes, the behaviors
of the short piers are not well known and are more difficult to simulate numerically. The two
short piers are simulated by two physical substructure specimens, while the longer piers and
other components of the bridge are numerically simulated in the hypothesis pseudo-dynamic
test.

Fig. 1 A pseudo-dynamic test which the structure has two physical substructure specimens

In some cases, however, there are many unknown parts in a structure, and it is not
practical to construct specimens for all of these parts because of the limited experimental
facilities or budgets. As shown in Fig. 2, a bridge structure with multiple identical or similar
piers, while most of the piers may encounter severe damages during a strong earthquake. One
typical solution is to carry out some basic structural tests of a few specimens of a substructure
of the unknown part, such as push-over tests or cyclic tests, and get the basic characteristics of
6

the substructure. A preliminary numerical model may be built based on the basic structural
test results. The preliminary numerical model can be further be verified by running a
pseudo-dynamic test that most of the substructures are simulated by the numerical model,
while one or only a few substructures are physical specimens to be tested in one or more
laboratories, as shown in Fig. 3. However, the physical substructure specimens may behave
much differently from the numerical ones, leading to the inconsistency among those roughly
identical substructures in a pseudo-dynamic test.

Fig. 2 A pseudo-dynamic test which the structure has many unknown substructures

An idea of online optimization of numerical models during a pseudo-dynamic test is
proposed by Elnashai and Yang (2008) to improve the consistency among substructures in a
pseudo-dynamic test, as shown in Fig. 4. Conceptually, researchers learn more about the
structural behaviors of the experimental substructures during the progress of the test, and have
more information to tune the presumed parameters of the numerical models.

Fig. 3 A pseudo-dynamic test which the structure has a physical substructure and many other
identical or similar numerical substructures
7

Fig. 4 An online optimization pseudo-dynamic test which the numerical models are updated
according to the behaviors of the experimental substructure

This work preliminarily tests the idea of online optimization of numerical models during
a pseudo-dynamic test. The assumptions, the possible errors and its reliability are
preliminarily discussed. A basic framework is prototyped to run a software simulation of an
online optimization pseudo-dynamic test. Several rough algorithms for numerical parameter
optimization and numerical model updating are proposed. A verification example of an online
optimization pseudo-dynamic test is tested. The testing result is then examined and discussed.
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2. Online Optimization Pseudo-Dynamic Test Method
This chapter introduces the concepts, formulations, and the procedures of the online
optimization pseudo-dynamic test method. The nomenclature of this chapter is listed as
follows.

u~iE+1 : Demanded displacements computed by time integration for experimental substructure(s)
at time step i+1. Demanded displacements are used to apply on the experimental
substructure(s) during a pseudo-dynamic test.
u~iN+1 : Demanded displacements computed by time integration for numerical substructure(s) at
time step i+1. Demanded displacements are used to apply on a numerical substructure(s)
during a pseudo-dynamic test.
~
ri +E1 : Measured resisting forces of the experimental substructure(s) corresponding to the
demanded displacements u~iE+1 .
~
ri +N1 : Calculated resisting forces of the numerical substructure(s) corresponding to the
demanded displacements u~iN+1 .
~
ri +NE
1 : Calculated resisting forces of the numerical model of the experimental substructure(s)
corresponding to the demanded displacements u~iE+1 .

~
r j NU : Calculated resisting forces of the current updated numerical substructure(s)
corresponding to executed demanded displacements u~ jN . The time step j is less than the
current time step i+1.
pari+N1 : Updated parameters of the numerical substructure(s). Normally they are material
parameters or other factors attributing the mechanical behaviors of the numerical
substructures.
pari+E1 : Updated parameters of the numerical model of the experimental substructure(s). The
pari+E1 is the same or directly convertible from the pari +N1 .
eiE : Accumulated strain energy difference between the experimental substructure(s) and the
numerical model of the experimental substructure(s). It is the strain energy difference
between the u~0E~i - ~
r0~Ei loop and the u~0E~i - ~
r0~NEi loop, while the loops are from the initial
state (time step 0) to time step i.
eiU : Accumulated strain energy difference between the executed hysteresis loop(s) of the
numerical substructure(s) ( u~ N - ~
r N loop) and the hysteresis loops of the current updated
0~ i

0~ i

numerical substructure(s) ( u~0N~i - ~
r0~NU
i loop) from the initial state (time step 0) to time step
i.
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The basic concept and its development of pseudo-dynamic test is described in many
papers (e.g., Takanashi and Nakashima, 1987; Mahin et al., 1989, Nakashima et al., 1992;
Kwon et al., 2005; Takahashi and Fenves, 2006; Yang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). To
distinguish with an online optimization pseudo-dynamic test, a pseudo-dynamic test without
online optimization is called a conventional pseudo-dynamic test in this paper. The flowchart
of a conventional pseudo-dynamic test can be shown as Fig. 5. The structural state of the
system at time step i is known. The time integration computes the demanded displacements to
submit to numerical and experimental substructures at the time step i+1. The u~ N and u~ E
i +1

i +1

denote demanded displacements computed by time integration for numerical substructure(s)
and experimental substructure(s) at time step i, respectively. The ~
r N and ~
r E are the
i +1

i +1

resisting forces analyzed by numerical substructure(s) and the resisting forces measured from
experimental specimen(s) at the time step i+1, respectively. Some pseudo-dynamic tests carry
out Newton-type iterative procedure within each time step (e.g., Jung and Shing, 2006), which
significantly reduce the amount of unbalance force but may take risk of load reversal of
specimens and lead to a lower measured resisting force of the specimen. In this work, no
iteration is carried out within each time step to avoid load reversal of the sub-structure
specimens. The unbalance force at the time step i is handled together with the external force at
the time step i+1.

u~iN+1
Initial
state

Numerical
substructure

~
ri +N1

Time
integration

End of test?

u~iE+1
Update
current
status

Experimental
substructure

~
ri +E1

Yes

End

No

Fig. 5 Flowchart of a conventional pseudo-dynamic test

The aforementioned pseudo-dynamic test is based on the following assumptions:
(1) Small viscous effect of the experimental specimen: A pseudo-dynamic test, except a
real-time one, is normally performed in a low speed. It may cost hours of elapsed time to
simulate a dynamic responses of only a few seconds. Normally, it is assumed that the
experimental substructure(s) behaves the same in low speed and high speed responses.
That is, the viscous effect is ignored. If viscous effect can not be ignored, a fast
pseudo-dynamic test method should be considered (e.g., Nakashima et al., 1992;
Magonette et al., 1998; Jung and Shing, 2006).
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(2) Perfect displacement control: It is assumed that the demanded displacements for the
experimental substructure(s) are perfectly achieved and the resisting forces are accurately
measured. The difference between the demanded displacements and the final achieved
displacements is ignored. If the difference can not be ignored, compensation or
modification of the resisting force may be needed (e.g., Jung and Shing, 2006).
(3) Small unbalance force: It is assumed that the unbalance force of each time step is small
and can be handled together with the external force in the next time step without
significantly influencing the system response. If this assumption can not be accepted, an
Newton-like iterative procedure may be needed but researchers may take the risk that load
reversal may happen during the iterations, which may lead to unexpected resisting forces
(e.g., Jung and Shing, 2006).

The procedure of an online optimization pseudo-dynamic test is basically based on a
conventional one, except that there is an additional parameter analysis module, and the
original numerical substructure module is modified so that it allows updates of some of its
numerical parameters (as shown in Fig. 6). The parameter analysis module calculates a set of
parameters for the numerical model based on the experimental data. The pari +N1 is a set of
calculated parameters for the numerical model at time step i+1. The modified numerical
substructure module updates the numerical model according to pari +N1 and calculates its
r N regarding to the displacement u~ N .
resisting force ~
i +1

i +1

u~iN+1

~
ri +N1

N
i +1

par
u~iE+1 , ~ri +E1

u~iE+1

~
ri +E1

Fig. 6 Flowchart of an online optimization pseudo-dynamic test

The optimization module finds a reasonably optimized set of parameters so that the
experimental substructure’s numerical model approaches the experimental result. The
optimization formulation of time step i+1 is defined as:
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u~ E =u~iE

Minimize (e ) = Minimize (
E
i

~E − ~
r NE du~ E )

∫r

(Eq. 1)

u~ E = 0

where the ∆e E is the strain energy error between the experimental result and the updated
numerical result from the beginning , as shown in Fig. 7. The strain energy error can be
estimated using a trapezoidal rule of numerical integration as shown in Eq. 2.
eiE ≈

j = i −1

1
∑ 2 (~r
j =0

E
j −1

)(

~ NE u~ E − u~ E
+~
rj E − ~
rj NE
−1 − r j
j
j −1

)

(Eq. 2)

Resisting force

eiE

ri

ui

Fig. 7 Strain energy error eiE between experimental and updated numerical results
In addition to the aforementioned three assumption of the simple conventional
pseudo-dynamic test, the online optimization pseudo-dynamic test is based on the following
assumptions:
(1) Assumption of similarity of numerical models: It is assumed that we have a numerical
model for the experimental substructure, and the numerical model is similar to that of the
numerical substructure. In this work, the numerical substructure’s numerical model can be
expressed by:

r~i +N1 = F N (u~iN+1 , pari N+1 )

(Eq. 3)

Similarly, the numerical model of the experimental substructure can be expressed as:

E ~E
E
~
ri +NE
1 = F (u i +1 , pari +1 )

(Eq. 4)

where ~
is the resisting force estimated by the experimental substructure’s numerical
ri +NE
1
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model regarding to displacement u~iE+1 and the parameters of the experimental
substructure’s numerical model pari +E1 . It is also assumed that the two numerical models
are similar so that the parameters pari +E1 can be converted to the numerical substructure
models’ parameters pari +N1 .

pari N+1 = Conv ( pari E+1 )

(Eq. 5)

(2) Assumption of small change of resisting force history: It is assumed that the change or
updating of the numerical model does not lead to a significant change on their past history.
Every time the numerical model is changed or updated, the characteristics of its resisting
force is also changed. However, the past displacement and resisting force histories are
based on the numerical model before this change or updating. It is important that the
changed or updated numerical model would behave the same or similar to its previous
models regarding to the past displacement history (as shown in Fig. 8a). If a changed or
updated numerical model is much inconsistent with the past resisting forces regarding to
the past displacements (as shown in Fig. 8b), it is difficult to state that what system the
pseudo-dynamic test is simulating. The strain energy error between the hysteresis loop of
the past time steps and the updated model is estimated by:
eiU ≈

j =i −1

∑ 2 (r~
j =0

1

NE
j −1

)(

~ NU u~ E − u~ E
+ r~j NE − ~
r j −NU
1 − rj
j
j −1

)

(Eq. 6)

where ~
rj NU denotes the resisting force of the updated model after being subjected to
displacement history of u~0E to u~jE .
eiU

eiU

ri

ri
ui

ui

(a) Good consistency

(b) Poor consistency

Fig. 8 Good and poor consistency of numerical model updating
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The parameter analysis module calculates a set of parameters for the numerical model
based on the experimental data. Figure 9 shows a flowchart of the parameter analysis
procedure. First, the experimental result of time step i+1, i.e., u~iE+1 and ~ri+E1 are input into the
parameter analysis. A storage preserves this information and sends the history of the
experimental results from step 0 to i+1, i.e., u~0E~i +1 and ~r0~Ei +1 , to the optimization module. The
E
optimization finds an parameter set pari+1 so that the numerical resisting force history ~r0~Ei.+N1
estimated by the experimental substructure’s numerical model, from step 0 to i+1, is
reasonably close to the measured resisting force r~0~Ei+1 . Both r~0~Ei+1 and r~0~Ei.+N1 are
two-dimensional arrays in the same size. One dimension is the number of degrees of freedom
of the experimental substructure, and the other is number of the time step performed. Finally,
the optimized parameters of experimental substructure’s numerical model pari +E1 is then
converted to parameters of the numerical substructure pari +N1 .

u~0E~ i +1 , ~
r0~Ei +1
u~iE+1 , ~
ri +E1

~
r0 E~ i. N+1

pari E+1
~
rE

pari +E1

0 ~ i +1

r~0 E~ i. N+1 = F E (u~0E~ i +1, pari E+1 )

pari +N1

Fig. 9: Flowchart of the parameter analysis*
*The upper part of the figure is a small copy of Fig. 6. The small unrecognizable words in the
upper part can be seen in Fig. 6)

After the parameters of the numerical substructure pari +N1 is calculated, the numerical
model updating module can either accept it unconditionally, or evaluate it, or even tune it. It is
assumed that an optimized pari +E1 leads to an optimized pari +N1 .
In this paper, the numerical model updating module carries out a loop to check and tune
the parameters pari +N1 if it is necessary, as shown in Fig. 10. The j is the loop number in the
numerical model updating module. The check may include:
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(1) Upper and lower bounds of pari +N1 : Researchers may pre-set upper and lower bounds of
the parameters to ensure that the calculated parameters is within a reasonable range.
(2) Consistency of resisting force history: As mentioned, it is assumed the change of the
numerical parameters pari +N1 leads to a small change of resisting force history, as shown
in Fig. 7a. It leads to a strain energy difference eiU aforementioned. The history of

eiU should be recorded, so that the accuracy or reliability of the online optimization
pseudo-dynamic test can be evaluated.
To prevent the loop in the numerical model updating become an unlimited loop, a maximal
number of loop checking may be needed. However, it increases the risk that the resisting force
history may be inconsistent.

D
et
ai

(Upper part of figure is a small copy of Fig. 6)

w
ie
lv

ie w
l v
ta i
e
D

Numerical model updating
Tuning
parameters

u~i N+1

Not good

pari N+1, j +1
Check

pari N+1

Storage

u~0N~ i ~
r0 ~Ni

pari +N1,0

Trial updated
numerical
~
r0 ~Ni ,
model

~
ri +N1.Trial

~
ri +N1

Good

~
r0 ~Ni +1, j

Fig. 10 Flowchart of the numerical model updating*
*The upper part of the figure is a small copy of Fig. 6. The small unrecognizable words in the
upper part can be seen in Fig. 6.
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3. Verification of the Online Optimization Method
A bridge structure with two double-skinned concrete-filled tubular (DSCFT) piers was
tested using the proposed online optimization pseudo-dynamic test method. The structural
design of the bridge was modified from the bridge structural design used in a Taiwan-Canada
collaborative pseudo-dynamic test carried out in 2006 (Chang et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2006).
The numerical model of this bridge was modeled using OpenSees Navigator (Schellenberg
and Yang, 2007) (see Fig. 11), a pre/post-tool dedicated for OpenSees (Open System for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation, 2009). Each span of deck is 40 meters, except that the
left span is 45 meters, resulting in asymmetry of the dynamic responses.

Fig. 11 Bridge structure tested in this work

The ground motion measured by a seismic station named CHY024 during the Chi-Chi
earthquake, one of the most well recorded major earthquakes ever in the history (Kao and
Chen, 2000), was selected for this test. An earthquake spectra visualization tool was used to
select the ground motion (Hsieh and Yang, 2010). The visualization tool shows earthquake
spectra of a certain earthquake within a range of natural periods over Taiwan using volume
rendering. Based on a preliminary modal analysis of the bridge structure, it is estimated that
the first two natural periods are 1.4 seconds and 0.9 second, respectively (see Fig. 12). The
visualization tool shows that (see Fig. 13) the ground motions around two areas are the most
likely to amplify the vibrations of structures with major natural periods between 0.9 and 1.4
seconds. The CHY024 is one of the seismic stations located around.
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Mode 1: T1=0.9 second

Mode 2: T2=1.4 second

Fig. 12 First two natural mode shapes of the bridge structure

Fig. 13 The acceleration spectra (Sa) visualization within a period range of [0.9s,1.4s]
A pseudo-dynamic test platform, named ISEEdb (Yang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007;
Yang et al., 2011), which uses OpenSees as the numerical simulation module (OpenSees,
2009), was employed in the tests. Forty seconds of the trilateral ground motion
aforementioned (including north-south, east-west and vertical directions) was input. The time
increment of the pseudo-dynamic test is set to 0.02, hence, totally 2000 time steps in each
simulation. The classical Rayleigh’s method is adopted based on the first two natural modes
of the structure with a damping ratio of 0.03. The ground accelerations and response spectra
of the ground motion are shown in Fig. 14. The ground motion is amplified to which peak
ground acceleration is 0.9g in this test.
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(a) CHY024 acceleration history and response spectrum (+:North, -:South)

(b) CHY024 acceleration history and response spectrum (+:East, -:West)
Fig. 14 Ground acceleration histories and response spectra of Chi-Chi Eq. at CHY024
It is assumed that the bridge deck keeps in linear elastic range throughout the ground
motion. Figure 15 shows the section of the deck. The deck is simulated by a set of
linear-elastic beam element, which equivalent sectional properties are listed in Table 1 (Weng
et al., 2006).

Fig. 15 Section design of the bridge deck (Weng et al., 2006)
Table 1 Equivalent sectional properties of the bridge deck (Weng et al., 2006)
Area (A)

Modulus of
Elasticity (E)

Shear
Modulus (G)

Torsion
inertia (J)

Moment
inertia (Iy)

Moment
inertia (Iz)

2.573 m2

200 GPa

274.4 GPa

5.96 m4

0.3267 m4

3.700 m4

The nonlinear responses of the bridge heavily depend on the structural behavior of bridge
piers. The section design of the double-skinned concrete-filled tubular (DSCFT) piers is as
shown in Fig. 16. The foundations if the piers are assumed to be rigid in the pseudo-dynamic
tests.
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Exterior tube (steel)
In-filled concrete
Interior tube (steel)
Exterior diameter: 3.0m
Interior diameter: .1.8m
Ext. tube thickness: 0.025m
Int. tube thickness: 0.02m

Foundation
Fig. 16 Section design of the DSCFT pier
The connections between the bridge deck and the piers are simplified to hinges. The actual
dynamic interactions between the deck and piers are complicated. As shown in Fig. 17(a), a
pier cap may transfer moments to the top of a pier due to deck bending and torsion. However,
it is not easy to apply moments at the top of a pier specimen without special experimental
devices, such as the Multi-Axial Subassemblage Testing (MAST) (French et al., 2004) or the
Loading and Boundary Condition Boxes (LBCBs) (Nakata et al., 2006). To ease the
pseudo-dynamic test, it is assumed that the majority of pier responses are induced by the axial
and lateral forces applied on the top of the pier. The effects of top moments and torsion are
ignored. In an experiment, the lateral forces are applied by hydraulic actuators, while the axial
force is typically applied through vertical pre-tensioned bars, as shown in Fig. 17(b). The
numerical model of the pier is hinged at the pier top, as shown in Fig. 17(c).

Fig. 17 Connection between the bridge deck and piers
The preliminary verification test is software based, that is, no physical experiments were
done. All pseudo-dynamic tests in the preliminary verifications were numerically simulated.
19

The structure and sub-structure piers are numerically simulated, including the sub-structure
referring to a physical experimental pier. The physical experimental substructure is simulated
by a sophisticated numerical model, which is a fiber-sectioned beam-column element. The
numerical substructure is simulated by a bilinear model, which is composed of a linear
beam-column element with bilinear rotational bilateral rotational springs.
The numerical test includes the following analysis cases (also shown in Fig. 18):
(1) Case A: The analysis case A simulates a conventional pseudo-dynamic test. The Pier 1 is
simulated by a sophisticated numerical model, representing its physical behavior. The Pier
2 is simulated by a bilinear model, representing a numerical model, which is mostly
simpler than its physical behavior, in a conventional pseudo-dynamic test. It should be
noted that, the sophisticated model is used to represent the physical model only because
the physical behavior of a substructure is mostly more complicated than a numerical
model. It is not implying that the sophisticated model is more a more accurate model to
simulation the substructure.
(2) Case B: The analysis case B simulates an online optimization pseudo-dynamic test. The
same as the Case A, the Pier 1, representing the physical substructure, is simulated by a
sophisticated model. The Pier 2 is simulated by a bilinear model which bilinear
parameters may be updated by the proposed method. This analysis case represents the
usage of the proposed online optimization pseudo-dynamic test method.
(3) Case C: The analysis case C simulates the actual dynamic response of the bridge system
subjecting to the aforementioned ground motion. Both piers in this case are simulated by
the sophisticated model.

Pier 1
Exp.

Pier 2
Num.

Exp.

Exp.

Num.

Exp.

online updating

Case A: Conventional PsD

Case B: Online optimization
PsD

Case C: Multi-specimen PsD

Fig. 18 Three cases in the pseudo-dynamic test
The Pier 1 of the bridge in the pseudo-dynamic test, which is an experimental substructure,
was simulated by a fiber-section beam element. The DSCFT section was divided into patches;
each is called a ‘fiber.’ Each fiber has its stress/strain status, simulated by a uni-axial material
object. Figure 19 shows an example that each of the exterior and interior tubes is divided into
12 patches along the circular axis and 1 patch along the radius axis. The in-filled concrete is
divided into 12 patches along the circular axis and 4 patches along the radius axis. In the
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fiber-section model used in the pseudo-dynamic test, each tube in a section is divided into 18
patches along the circular axis and 1 patch along the radius axis, while the in-filled concrete is
divided into 18 and 6 patches along the circular and radius axes, respectively. A DSCFT pier
model

has

five

integration

points.

Thus,

there

are

totally

450

patches

((18*1+18*3+18*1)*5=450). The tangent stiffness and the resisting forces of the numerical
pier are calculated based on the integration of the behaviors of the 450 uni-axial material
objects. The material properties of the fiber-section model are based on the concrete and steel
material tests done in the aforementioned Taiwan-Canada transnational experiment and
empirical estimation. Some basic material properties of the steel and concrete were tested in
the Taiwan-Canada experiment aforementioned, and are listed in Table 2. Other parameters
used in the numerical models of the materials, listed in Table 3, were estimated based on
either OpenSees suggestions or empirical estimations (e.g., Somayaji, 2000). The
fiber-section model is used on the Pier 1 in the Cases A and B, and both piers in the Case C.

Fig. 19 Fiber section model of a DSCFT pier
Table 2 Material properties of steel and concrete in this test
Steel
Concrete:
Yield stress of
Compressive
-76.2 MPa
283 MPa
exterior tube steel
strength (fc’)
(-780 kgf/cm2)
Yield stress of
Compressive
-76.2 MPa
328 MPa
interior tube steel
strength (fc’)
(-780 kgf/cm2)
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Table 3 Numerical material properties of steel and concrete in the fiber-section model
Steel
Concrete:
Concrete02 in
Material model
Steel02 in OpenSees
Material model
OpenSees
Modulus of
Strain at ultimate
180 GPa
-0.006
elasticity
strength (fc’)
Hardening ratio
0.01
Crushing stress
0.0
Transition R0
10.0
Crushing strain
-0.030
Unloading slope
Transition R1
0.925
0.5
ratio
Tensile strength*
4.01 MPa
Transition R2
0.15
(40.9 kgf/ cm2)
Hardening
Tensile softening
1.0
6.7 MPa
parameter A1
slope
Hardening
0
parameter A2
Hardening
1.0
parameter A3
Hardening
0
parameter A4
The Pier 2 of the bridge in the pseudo-dynamic test, which is a numerical substructure,
was simulated by a rigid bar with a bilateral nonlinear rotational spring at the pier bottom, as
shown in Fig. 20(a). The bilateral rotational spring is actually composed of two independent
uni-axial material objects. The structural behaviors of the Pier 2 are basically represented by
only two uni-axial material objects. This model is much simpler than the fiber-section model
aforementioned, which is controlled by 450 material objects. It is believed that the nonlinear
structural behaviors of a real specimen are generally sophisticated compared to those of a
numerical model, which is commonly controlled by a small number of material parameters.
That is the major reason in this work that the fiber-section model (a sophisticated model) is
used to simulate an experimental substructure, while the rotational spring model (a simple
model) is used to simulate a numerical substructure. The uni-axial material model used for the
rotational spring is a Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto (GMP) model. The GMP model is similar to a
bilinear model with a smooth transition stage between elasticity and plasticity. An example of
the GMP stress-strain loop is shown in Fig. 20(b). This work uses the GMP model
implemented in the Steel02 material in OpenSees. The material properties of the rotational
model are based on a previous experimental study of the DSCFT pier (Lin and Tsai, 2003)
with usage of estimation of material properties (Somayaji, 2000). The material properties of
the rotational spring model are listed in Table 4. The rotational spring is used on the Pier 2 in
the Cases A and B.
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Rigid bar
Bilateral
rotational
spring

(b) Stress-strain hysteresis loop of a
Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto model
Fig. 20 Fiber section model of a DSCFT pier

(a) a bilateral rotational spring model

Table 4 Material properties of the rotational spring
Rotational spring
Material model

Steel02 in OpenSees

Initial rotational stiffness (Kr-init)*

18500 MN-m/rad

Ultimate moment (Mu)*

146.6 MN-m

Hardening ratio**

0.0

Transition parameter R0**

10.0

Transition parameter R1**

0.925

Transition parameter R2**
0.15
* Estimated based on empirical formulations (Lin and Tsai, 2003)
** Estimated based on OpenSees suggestions

The three testing cases aforementioned were numerically simulated. The experimental
substructure Pier 1 was simulated by a fiber-section model, while the numerical substructure
Pier 2 was simulated by a GMP model. Table 5 presents the numerical models used for the
piers in these testing cases.

Table 5 Numerical models for Piers 1 and 2 in three testing cases
Testing Cases
Pier 1
Pier 2
Case A

Fiber-section model

GMP model

Case B

Fiber-section model

GMP model with online
optimization

Case C

Fiber-section model

Fiber-section model

The online optimization pseudo-dynamic test of the bridge structure (i.e., the Case B) was
completed based on a modified version of ISEEdb (Yang et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2011).
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There were five software modules in the test: Analysis Engine, Data Center, Experimental
substructure, Parameter analysis and Updating numerical substructure. Figure 21 presents the
time sequence diagram of the online optimization verification test. The five modules are
described as follows.

u~iE

u~iUN

Time sequence
in each time step

u~iE
~
ri E

~
ri E

u~iE

pari N
u~iUN

pari N
~
ri UN

~
ri E

~
ri UN

Fig. 21 Time sequence diagram of the online optimization pseudo-dynamic test (i.e., Case B)

(1) Analysis Engine: The analysis engine is based on a modified OpenSees program. A user
defined element, named pseudoGen, is added into the official OpenSees version 2.1.0.
Further description about the pseudoGen element, as well as the ISEEdb environment can
be found in Yang et al. (2007). The Analysis Engine is exactly the same as the one used in
previous Internet-based pseudo-dynamic tests using the ISEEdb except that the OpenSees
version it is upgraded to version 2.1.0. In this test, a 40-second tri-axial ground motion
(CHY024 of Chi-Chi Eq.) with time increment of 0.02 seconds is used as the ground
motion input. No iteration is used within each time step as a typical pseudo-dynamic test.
In each time step, say time step i, it sends the boundary nodal displacements of the
experimental substructure (the Pier 1) u~ E and the updating numerical substructure (the
i

Pier 2) u~iUN to the Data Center. It then gets the resisting forces, of the corresponding
substructures aforementioned, ~
ri E and ~
ri UN , respectively, as soon as they are available in
the Data Center. It then completes the time integration calculation of the time step.
(2) Data Center: The Data Center is exactly the same as the one used in the previous
Internet-based pseudo-dyanamic tests based on ISEEdb (Yang et al., 2007; Yang et al.,
2011). To access the Data Center through MATLAB, which is used in the experimental
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substructure model, the parameter analysis model, and the updating numerical structure
module as described below, a set of MATLAB-based Data Center access toolkits were
implemented in this work. See the Appendix A for the MATLAB-based access interface of
the Data Center, the Appendix B for the OpenSees scripts of the numerical model of the
pseudo-dynamic verification test, and the Appendix C for the online optimization
MATLAB script. The source code and further details are not attached in this report due to
limit pages. For further details or source code, contact with the first author.
(3) Experimental substructure (Pier 1): The Pier 1 is simulated by a fiber-section model
aforementioned. This module runs a displacement controlled nonlinear static analysis of a
single displacement-based beam-column element with the fiber section. It receives u~ E
i

from the Data Center, applies the displacement onto the single-element substructure,
analyzes the resisting forces ~
r E , and sends it back to the Data Center. To simulate the
i

experimental measured resisting forces, random noises up to 1 kN were added into the
resisting forces. In a real experiment, the measured forces include noises or error that may
be induced by specimen imperfection and measuring facility itself. The error may even be
amplified in a small scale experiment. For example in a 1/5-scale experiment, the noise or
error of measured force would be amplified by 25 times when it is converted backward to
the full-scale model.
(4) In the parameter analysis, the initial rotational stiffness (Kri), ultimate moment (Mu) and
the first transition parameter (R0) are analyzed during the online optimization
pseudo-dynamic test. It should be noted that, it is not that the parameter analysis is being
activated through the entire online optimization pseudo-dynamic test. Instead, the
parameter analysis is activated only when any of the threshold criteria of each parameter
is satisfied. In addition, there are a maximum and a minimum limit for each parameter. If
any optimized parameter is larger than the maximal limit, it is set to the maximum, and
vise versa. The criteria and the boundary limits of each parameter is listed in Table 5.
Table 6 Threshold criteria of each parameter in the online optimization test (i.e., Case B)
Parameter
Threshold criteria
Maximum
Minimum
Initial rotational
stiffness (Kri)

Max. drift ratio > 0.1%
Max. drift ratio < 2%

2 times of the Kri
estimation *

1/2 of the Kri
estimation

Ultimate moment
(Mu)

Max. drift ratio > 1%
Max. drift ratio < 2%

2 times of the Mu
estimation *

1/2 times of the Mu
estimation

Max. drift ratio > 1%
20 **
10 **
Max. drift ratio < 2%
* The estimation values are based on Lin & Tsai (2003).
** The maximal and minimal of the parameter R0 are based on OpenSees’s suggestions.
First transition
parameter (R0)
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An unconstraint nonlinear optimization based on a simplex method (Lagarias et al.,
1998) implemented in MATLAB was adopted in the parameter analysis. The optimization
is an iterative process that finds a set of parameters which leads to a relatively minimal
difference between the hysteresis loops of the experimental substructure (Pier 1) and the
numerical substructure (Pier 2). Each iteration in the optimization triggers a displacement
controlled static nonlinear analysis, hence the optimization is time consuming. To save the
elapsed time of the online optimization test, the maximal number of iteration is set to 30.
The Parameter analysis module returns a set of parameters, paropt iN . To mitigate
possible violate changes of the parameters, the adopted parameters pari N is calculated
by:
pari N = (1 − β ) ⋅ paropt iN + β ⋅ pari −N1

(Eq. 7)

where β is the mitigation factor. In this test, the β is set to 0.8.
(5) The updating numerical substructure simulates the behavior of the Pier 2. In each time
step, it gets the optimized parameters, pari N , from the Data Center, updates its numerical
model, and re-run a displacement-controlled nonlinear static analysis. The controlled
displacement is the history of the boundary nodal displacement of the Pier 2, u~UN . It
i

should be noted that, since the parameters are updated, the external forces that are
required to deform the Pier 2 may not be exactly the same as the forces transferred from
the deck to the Pier 2. Hence the unbalance forces at the boundary node of the Pier 2 may
exist. The error of the energy induced by the unbalance forces is calculated and should be
used to evaluate the validity of an online optimization pseudo-dynamic test.

In the verification test, it is observed that the optimization was trying to find a set of
parameters which made the numerical substructure loop matching the experimental
substructure loop. The optimization process generally found parameters that led to better
matches between the experimental substructure loop u~ E - ~
r E and its numerical model’s loop

u~ E - ~
r NE . Figure 22 shows an example of the evolutions of the hysteresis loops u~ E - ~
r NE (the
red curve with legend Optimized) approaching the u~ E - ~
r E loop (the blue curve with legend

Hist) when the online optimization was running at time step t = 9.10s.
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Iteration 1

Iteration 3

Iteration 5

Iteration 7

Iteration 10
Iteration 15
Fig. 22 Evolution of hysteresis loops in the online optimization process at time step t = 9.10s

The results of the verification tests showed that the Case A, a pseudo-dynamic test using a
conventional pseudo-dynamic test method, did not catch the displacement responses along X
axis (Ux) of the full experimental simulation (Case C) (see Fig. 23). The Ux response gets
significantly closer to that of the full experimental simulation if the online optimization
method is used, as shown in Fig. 24. The online optimization leads to a closer response to full
experimental simulation along Uy responses show similar results (see Figs. 25 and 26). As
expected, the comparisons of the hysteresis loops present the same result (Figs. 27 to 30). As
mentioned above, the full experimental simulation, or the Case C, simulating a
pseudo-dynamic test with two experimental piers, used a sophisticated and consistent
numerical model for both piers, thus is regarded ‘correct’ results. The numerical model used
in the Case A overestimated the lateral stiffness and the ultimate strength of the Pier 2. The
displacement responses obtained in the Case A are generally smaller, while the maximal
resisting forces are larger than those of the Case C. The responses of the Case A pretty much
represent what researchers would obtain if a conventional pseudo-dynamic test of the
verification structural test is carried out.
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Fig. 23 Displacement histories Ux (Case A vs. Case C)
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Fig. 24 Displacement histories Ux (Case B vs. Case C)

The Case B, which employs the proposed online optimization method, generally caught
the responses of the Case C, (see Figs. 24 and 26) even if its initial material parameters were
exactly the same as the Case A. It resulted in good approximation on hysteresis loops too (see
Figs. 28 and 30). The initial rotational stiffness was updated to match the responses of the Pier
1 as soon as the online optimization was turned on (see Fig. 31) (see the threshold criteria of
the optimization of each parameter in Table 6). The ultimate moment and the transition
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Fig. 25 Displacement histories Uy (Case A vs. Case C)
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Fig. 26 Displacement histories Uy (Case B vs. Case C)
parameter R0 were updated soon later (see Figs. 32 and 33). The online optimization was
switched off after the maximal drift ratio of displacements reaches 2%. The authors believe
that the online optimization process should only be applied at the beginning stage of a
pseudo-dynamic test. Overusing the online optimization process may lead to an unacceptable
inconsistency of the numerical model of the numerical substructure throughout the
pseudo-dynamic test.
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Fig. 27 Hysteresis loops of Ux-Fx (Case A vs. Case C)
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Fig. 28 Hysteresis loops of Ux-Fx (Case B vs. Case C)

The Case B, which employs the proposed online optimization method, generally caught
the responses of the Case C, (see Figs. 24 and 26) even if its initial material parameters were
exactly the same as the Case A. It resulted in good approximation on hysteresis loops too (see
Figs. 28 and 30). The initial rotational stiffness was updated to match the responses of the Pier
1 as soon as the online optimization was turned on (see Fig. 31) (see the threshold criteria of
the optimization of each parameter in Table 6). The ultimate moment and the transition
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Fig. 29 Hysteresis loops of Uy-Fy (Case A vs. Case C)
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Fig. 30 Hysteresis loops of Uy-Fy (Case B vs. Case C)

parameter R0 were updated soon later (see Figs. 32 and 33). The online optimization was
switched off after the maximal drift ratio of displacements reaches 2%. The authors believe
that the online optimization process should only be applied at the beginning stage of a
pseudo-dynamic test. Overusing the online optimization process may lead to an unacceptable
inconsistency of the numerical model of the numerical substructure throughout the
pseudo-dynamic test.
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Fig. 31 Updating history of the initial
rotational stiffness (Kri) in the verification test
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Fig. 33 Updating history of the transition
parameter R0 in the verification test

As mentioned above, the change or updating of the numerical model leads to an
inconsistency of resisting force histories, as shown Fig. 8 and Eq. 6. The inconsistency should
be small so that it can be ignored. The inconsistency is estimated by er, an error ratio
calculated by the follow equation:
j = i −1
U
i
Total
i

e
er =
e

≈

1
∑ 2 (r~
j =0

NE
j −1

j = i −1

)(

~ NU u~ E − u~ E
+ r~j NE − r~j NU
j
j −1
−1 − r j

∑ (
j =0

)(

1 ~ NE ~ NE ~ E ~ E
rj −1 + rj u j − u j −1
2

)

)

(Eq. 7)

where the eiU has been defined in Eq. 6. The denominator of Eq. 7 is the total accumulated
strain energy which has been run through the numerical substructure before the i-th time step.
The time history of the er is plotted in Fig. 34. As expected, the er increased as the online
optimization was turned on, and was mitigated as soon as the online optimization was turned
off. The maximal er that has ever appeared in the verification test is 0.0024. That means, the
inconsistency of the numerical model resisting forces induced by the update of parameters
only led to small error of strain energy, which is about 0.24% of total strain energy that run
through the numerical structure. It is believed that the inconsistency induced by the numerical
model update can be ignored.
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4. Conclusions
An online optimization pseudo-dynamic test framework is implemented in this work. A
set of numerical preliminary tests of a two-pier double-skinned concrete-filled tubular bridge
using the online optimization pseudo-dynamic test method is preliminarily designed and
tested. All verification tests carried in this verification were numerical simulation using
different pseudo-dynamic testing methods: a conventional method, the online optimization
method, and a full experimental simulation, which both piers are experimental. The
experimental piers are numerically simulated by a sophisticated fiber-section model, while the
numerical piers are simulated by a simple rotational spring model. The result shows that the
online optimization method is capable to obtain optimal material parameters during the
beginning of the simulation, and finally resulted in responses that match the full experimental
results.
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Appendix A: MATLAB-based Access Interfaces to Data Center

Fig. A1 Interface of Check

Fig. A2 Interface of CleanData
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Fig. A3 Interface of Create

Fig. A4 Interface of Delete
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Fig. A5 Interface of End

Fig. A6 Interface of GetData
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Fig. A7 Interface of nGet

Fig. A8 Interface of nPut
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Fig. A9 Interface of PutData

Fig. A10 Interface of Ready
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Fig. A11 Interface of SetExpId

Fig. A12 Interface of SetLabId
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Fig. A13 Interface of SetSqlIp

Fig. A14 Interface of Start
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Appendix B: OpenSees Scripts of the Verification Model

Fig. B1 Main entry script

Fig. B2 Nodal coordinate script
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`
Fig. B3 SP constraint script

Fig. B4 Nodal mass script
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`
Fig. B5 MP constraint script

Fig. B6 Material script part 1
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`
Fig. B7 Material script 2

Fig. B8 Material script 3
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Fig. B9 Section script 1

Fig. B10 Section script 2
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Fig. B11 Section script 3

Fig. B12 Geometric-trans. script
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Fig. B13 Element script 1

Fig. B14 Element script 2
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Fig. B15 Time series script

Fig. B16 Load pattern scripts
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Fig. B17 Recorder script 1

Fig. B18 Recorder script 2
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Fig. B19 Recorder script 3

Fig. B20 Recorder script 4
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Fig. B21 Analysis script
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Appendix C: Online optimization script of the verification test

Fig. C1 Online optimization script 1

Fig. C2 Online optimization script 2
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Fig. C3 Online optimization script 3

Fig. C4 Online optimization script 4
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Fig. C5 Online optimization script 5

Fig. C6 Online optimization script 6
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Fig. C7 Online optimization script 7

Fig. C8 Objective function script 1
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Fig. C9 Objective function script 2

Fig. C10 Objective function script 3
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Fig. C11 Objective function script 4
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